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Statement on the Death of Corporal Nahshon Waxman
October 14, 1994

I wish to express my profound shock and ab-
horrence at the death of Corporal Nahshon
Waxman as the result of his kidnaping by Hamas
terrorists.

On behalf of the American people, Hillary
and I would like to convey our deepest sym-
pathy to the Waxman family and to the people
of Israel at this dark moment. Nahshon Waxman

was a son of Israel, but he was also a son of
America.

Terrorists must know that these acts will not
defeat the process that is bringing peace to
Israel and her Arab enemies. In the face of
such cowardly and evil actions, I know that it
is hard to go forward. But we owe it to all
those who have paid such a heavy price to per-
sist and finally prevail in our pursuit of peace.

The President’s Radio Address
October 15, 1994

Good morning. I want to begin by expressing
my profound shock and abhorrence at the death
of Corporal Nahshon Waxman as a result of
his kidnaping by Hamas terrorists.

On behalf of the American people, Hillary
and I want to convey our deepest sympathy
to the Waxman family and to the people of
Israel at this dark moment. Nahshon Waxman
was a son of Israel, but he was also a son of
America.

Terrorists must know that these acts will not
defeat the process that is bringing peace to
Israel and her Arab neighbors. In the face of
such cowardly and evil actions, I know it’s hard
to go forward. But we owe it to all those who
have paid such a heavy price to persist and
finally to prevail in the pursuit of peace in the
Middle East.

Our efforts to achieve a comprehensive peace
in the Middle East are part of an overall strategy
to enhance American security and broaden
American opportunities in the post-cold-war
world by promoting democracy, increasing trade,
and reducing the threat of terror, chaos, and
weapons of mass destruction.

We’re making progress on all fronts. The
United States and Russian missiles are no longer
targeted at each other. We’re expanding trade
through NAFTA, the GATT world trade agree-
ment, a new agreement with Japan. This means
more jobs for Americans and less tensions with
other countries. And we have to be encouraged
by the recent successes of democracy or peace

efforts in the Middle East, in Northern Ireland,
and of course in South Africa.

Today I want to talk with you about Haiti
and Iraq. In Haiti this week, we’ve helped to
restore the democratic government of President
Aristide after 3 years of brutal military rule.
In the Persian Gulf, our resolve in the face
of Iraq’s provocative actions is preserving secu-
rity in that vital region.

Even as I speak with you this morning, Haiti’s
first democratically elected President is flying
home to resume his rightful place at the helm
of his country. President Aristide’s return marks
the end of one leg of a long and difficult journey
and the start of a new era of hope for the
Haitian people.

They’ve come a long way since a military coup
toppled the democratic government in 1991. For
3 years, the international community, led by the
United States, tried diplomacy and economic
sanctions to force the brutal military regime
from power. They were unwilling to yield. Four
weeks ago, faced with an imminent United
States-led invasion authorized by the United Na-
tions, the military regime finally agreed to
peacefully give up power. Since then our troops,
together with those of our coalition partners,
have done a remarkable job in moving Haiti
from fear to freedom.

President Aristide returns today to a more
stable, less violent nation. The Parliament is
once again open for business. And in the best
sign that democracy is taking hold, thousands
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of refugees are returning from Guantanamo. But
let me say, dangers still remain. We know that.
Still, thanks to the men and women of our
Armed Forces and the brilliant work they have
done in Haiti, democracy is back on track.

Now the difficult job of rebuilding Haiti must
begin. Countries from around the world have
pledged to do their part, starting with a $550
million recovery and reconstruction program. In
the end, though, only the Haitian people can
do the job of rebuilding their country. It will
be a clearly difficult task. But the people of
Haiti have survived decades of violence and ter-
ror and poverty with dignity, pride, and hope.
And now they have an opportunity to make de-
mocracy work for themselves and to reach their
God-given potential.

Our troops have helped to give them the
chance to do so, just as they are also giving
the people of Kuwait the confidence that they
can live in peace. It was less than 4 years ago
that the men and women of Operation Desert
Storm drove Saddam Hussein’s troops out of
Kuwait. This time we are determined not to
let Iraq violate its neighbors’ borders or to cre-
ate new instability in the Gulf region. That is
why in the face of Iraq’s threatening troop
movements on the Kuwaiti border last week,
I ordered our troops, ships, and attack aircraft
to the Gulf. Our policy is clear: We will not
allow Iraq to threaten its neighbors or to intimi-
date the United Nations as it ensures that Iraq

never again possesses weapons of mass destruc-
tion.

Much of the force that Iraq sent to the border
has retreated. But significant elements still re-
main within striking distance of Kuwait. We’re
watching this situation very carefully and con-
tinuing with the deployment of our own forces.
They will remain in the area and on alert until
we are absolutely satisfied that Iraq no longer
poses threats to Kuwait.

At the same time, we’re working to ensure
that Iraq does not threaten its neighbors or the
United Nations weapons inspectors in the fu-
ture. We’re seeking support in the U.N. Security
Council for a strong resolution that would pre-
vent renewed provocations by Iraq.

I share the pride of every American in the
men and women of our Armed Forces. In both
the Western Hemisphere and on the edge of
the Persian Gulf, they have answered the call
of duty. They have performed difficult tasks with
great skill and devotion. They have shown again
that the American military remains the finest
in the world. And thanks to their effort, the
world now knows again that the United States
will honor its commitments, just as we expect
others to honor the commitments they make
to us.

Thanks for listening.

NOTE: The address was recorded at 5:16 p.m. on
October 14 in the Roosevelt Room at the White
House for broadcast at 10:06 a.m. on October 15.

Remarks to the Community in Stratford, Connecticut
October 15, 1994

Thank you so much. ‘‘Governor Curry’’—that
has a good sound, doesn’t it? [Applause] I am
delighted to be here with Bill Curry and Joe
Ganim and all these fine people, your State
officials behind me, Attorney General
Blumenthal and others, and especially with my
good friends and allies Rosa DeLauro and Bar-
bara Kennelly.

Hillary and I were very pleased to be asked
to come to Connecticut today to campaign for
Bill Curry and, in a larger sense, to campaign
for the change we’re trying to bring to our coun-
try. If you will permit me, though, I’d like to

begin with a few comments about what this
day means for us as Americans setting an exam-
ple around the world.

Today is a day of celebration for Americans
as our leadership has helped to bring peace
and democracy and the restoration of the demo-
cratic President of Haiti, as President Aristide
goes home there. And I have to tell you that
one person who wanted to be here today with
us is on that plane going back because he has
played a major role in the liberation of Haiti:
Senator Chris Dodd is back there today.
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